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Abstract 

Lower limb wearable exoskeletons can be used for weight bearing exercise by those with a spinal 
cord injury to mitigate adverse effects from prolonged sitting. Some exoskeletons have joints that 
can lock and unlock under computer control. Three categories of releasable brake technologies 
were analyzed to determine the best locking joint for the University of Minnesota’s Functional 
Electrical Stimulation Energy Storing Exoskeleton: wrap spring brakes, magnetic particle brakes, 
and ratchet brakes. Two types of wrap spring brakes were included: off-the-shelf and custom. Fifty 
Newton-meters was used for the target holding torque for the analysis. Other key requirements 
were size, weight, power consumption when locked, and switching time. The holding torque to 
weight ratio of the ratchet brake was an order of magnitude higher than the other technologies. The 
power required to hold a magnetic particle brake in a locked state increased with holding torque. 
The other brake technologies consume zero power in the locked state. The magnetic particle brake 
was determined to be the best brake because of the high holding torque to weight ratio when 
coupled with a transmission, and the shape and weight optimization options. The magnetic particle 
brake’s lack of movement after stopping and quick switching times between states are advantages 
that differentiate the magnetic particle brake from the ratchet and wrap spring brake. Adding 
additional mechanisms to limit the size of a power source needed and minimize weight of the 
system should be explored further. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background
Lower limb wearable robotic systems are mechanical devices designed based on the shape and
function of the human body and can be worn by the operator, with segments and joints
corresponding to those of the person it is coupled with. Wearable robots can integrate the
cognitive ability of human beings with a robotic device to assist the users to accomplish their
desired activities. The use of wearable robots is widespread and includes therapeutic applications
and assistive purposes. One such type of lower limb wearable robotic systems are exoskeletons.
Exoskeletons are mechanical systems designed to assist and augment the performance of the
wearer’s body through energy exchange with the environment. Functional electrical stimulation
(FES) lower limb exoskeletons send low-level electrical impulses to nerves, which then actuate
the muscles required for walking [1]. Hybrid lower limb exoskeletons combine the benefits of
FES with supplemental energy storage components or power inputs to assist in proper execution
of the gait cycle [2].

The Functional Electrical Stimulation Energy Storing Orthosis (FES-ESO) is an example of a
developed exoskeleton that combines the simplicity of a passive exoskeleton with functional
electrical stimulation of the quadriceps muscles, enabling the user to stand and walk using their
own muscles [3]. In devices where the wearer employs their own muscles, it is advantageous for
the hip and knee joints under the controller to lock and unlock to prevent user fatigue. A locking
mechanism of the hip and knee joints holds the joints at any angle in the joint’s range of motion
and is important to conserve quadriceps energy from being released at improper times during
gait. The locking mechanism must only allow rotation in one direction when locked with
opposing rotation locked to continuously provide the necessary holding torque against gravity to
prevent collapse. To complete the gait cycle, the hip joint must be able to be locked in both
directions while only one direction needs to be locked for the knee joint. Thus, a releasable brake
mechanism is needed for use in the hip and knee joints of an exoskeleton of this nature.

One application for a lower limb wearable robotic system is to provide assistance for those with
spinal cord injuries (SCI). There are an average of 17,730 new cases of spinal cord injuries in the
United States each year [4]. Loss of function in the lower body due to SCI results in mobility
limitations. A wheelchair is often used for mobility, but prolonged sitting can lead to pressure
sores, muscle cramps, muscular atrophy and less efficient blood flow, resulting in the
accumulation of fatty acids and an increased risk of diabetes [5]. Weight bearing exercise is
therefore recommended to mitigate these adverse effects. The adverse effects are mitigated
further through the functional electrical stimulation aspect of lower limb exoskeletons which
actuates the muscles required for walking.
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1.2 Previous Art
Several lower limb wearable robotic systems that use a variety of different joint mechanisms
exist commercially or are under development in academic research labs. Assistive technologies
being developed can be classified in these categories: passive orthoses, powered exoskeletons for
walking, functional electrical stimulation (FES) walking, and hybrid FES systems.

1.2.1 Passive Orthoses

Passive orthoses are externally applied devices used to modify the structural and functional
characteristics of the neuromuscular and skeletal system. Lower-limb orthoses are classified as
knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFOs) or hip-knee-ankle-foot orthoses (HKAFOs). If an orthoses
extends across the hip joint and connects to a pelvic band or lumbar or thoracic spinal support,
then it is classified as a HKAFO. If the orthoses encompasses only the knee and ankle joint and
at least part of the foot then it is a KAFO. These orthoses aid in walking by either locking the
joints in stance phase or by coupling movement of different joints. There is no external energy
input, so the use of walking aids and upper body use is required.

The ParaWalker is an example of a hip-guidance orthosis that consists of bilateral KAFOs linked
by low-friction ball bearing, free-moving hip joints [6, 7, 8]. This was found to be more efficient
for walking compared to locked long leg braces. The Vannini-Rizzoli Stabilizing Limb Orthosis
(V-RSLO) is a polypropylene orthosis that is configured to the shape of the lower leg. A rigid
ankle joint with an angled insole angled of plantar flexion places the center of gravity of the
person anterior of the ankle joint resulting in knee hyperextension stabilizing against posterior
knee ligaments [9]. Locked KAFOs such as these provide good stance control but do not allow
for knee flexion during the gait cycle resulting in low energy efficiency and slow gait.

The Reciprocating Gait Orthosis (RGO) with stance control has knee joints with a cam lock
which provides stability during stance but free motion with flexion of the knee during
swing-through [10]. A lightweight modular orthosis prefabricated KAFO made of a plastic thigh
piece and an ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) was designed for children with Duchenne muscular
dystrophy to extend walking ability. This system is joined at the knee with a metal joint system
consisting of an automatic ring or bail lock [11].

A design for a passive hip actuation device designed to support the back while stopping and
walking was proposed that included the addition of a locking mechanism to the spring joint to
ensure energy conservation [12]. The design considered five hip actuation designs which
included a wrap spring clutch and also considered a ratchet and pawl for the joint locking
mechanism. The ratchet and pawl mechanism was not explored in this case due to their increased
force requirements when unlocking under load which would require a large actuator.
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The dynamic knee-brace system (DKBS) consists of a wrap spring brake that controls knee
flexion [13]. Brake profile and torque capacity were identified as two areas needing further
refinement were identified following preliminary system tests of a commercially available wrap
spring brake. The optimization efforts reduced the profile of the brake and showed that the
DKBS would properly modulate knee motion during gait. Data collection showed satisfactory
performance with some difficulties in the mechanical linkage between the brake and a solenoid.
It was suggested that a braking mechanism may need to be applied at both the medial and lateral
pivot points in order for the DKBS to be a truly workable design.

1.2.2 Powered Exoskeletons for Walking

Powered exoskeletons for walking by people with SCI are lower-limb exoskeletons that have
electric motors at the hip and knee joints, a controller to initiate and control the stepping motions,
and a lithium-ion battery pack for untethered power [14]. These systems do not recruit the
activation of an individual's own muscles in order for them to walk. Systems that have received
FDA clearance in the U.S. include the ReWalk Robotics ReWalk, the Ekso Bionics Ekso GT, and
the Parker Indego. The ReWalk Robotics ReWalk contains independently controlled bilateral hip
and knee joint motors powered by rechargeable batteries and a control system that is housed in a
user-worn backpack. The users control their walking through minor trunk movements and a
wrist-pad controller. A tilt sensor is used to determine the trunk angle which in turn generates a
prescribed hip and knee displacement resulting in a step [15]. The Ekso Bionics Ekso GT is a
powered exoskeleton that enables individuals with neurological impairments to walk by
supporting full body mass with motors attached at the hip and knee joints to generate steps [16].
The Parker Indego exoskeleton is a hip-knee powered exoskeleton that uses lithium-ion batteries
and has an iOS pad to export data to. The bilateral hip and knee joints consist of two motors and
embedded sensors and controllers [17].

Powered exoskeletons have been found to be effective in allowing users to walk [18, 19]. In a
2016 systematic review with meta-analysis, 14 studies representing 111 patients who used FDA
cleared exoskeletons found that 76% of users were able to walk without assistance. These users
walked an average of 98 meters on the six-minute walk test [18]. In another meta-review, the
average walking speed of an individual using a powered exoskeleton was found to be 0.26
meters per second [19]. While powered exoskeletons provide opportunities for mobility-based
exercise, walking exercise that is powered by the user’s muscles is desired for this application.

1.2.3 Functional Electrical Stimulation Walking

Functional electrical stimulation applies electrical stimulation to a muscle deprived of nervous
system control with the objective of providing muscular contractions leading to functionally
useful movement [20]. Parastep by Sigmedics Inc. in Ohio was an FES system for walking that
used six channels of stimulation on the quadriceps, peroneal, and glutei surface to enable
individuals with a SCI to walk with the assistance of a walker [21, 22]. Parastep was granted
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FDA approval in 1994 and was developed based on previous work conducted as much as 20
years prior [23, 24]. Surface electrodes were placed on the quadriceps and gluteal muscles and
the peroneal nerve and the user initiated each step while walking by using controls mounted on
their walker. This system was effective for walking a short distance and had been shown to have
therapeutic and psychological benefits [25, 26]. Most earlier surface FES systems are open loop
control with the stimulation activated by the user.

Systems where individual muscles are directly activated using either percutaneous or implantable
electrodes is another FES method. Researchers at the Cleveland VA Medical Center and Case
Western Reserve University (CWRU) developed a multichannel implantable FES system that
works by activating up to 48 muscles with surface, subfascial, or intramuscular electrodes [27].
Implanted systems operate on low voltage and current requirements compared to surface
electrode systems. High levels of exertion and rapid muscle fatigue experienced by users as well
as the inability to control joint torque in FES systems are the main challenge in these systems as
well as surface systems [28].

1.2.4 Hybrid FES Systems

Hybrid FES systems combine FES with a passive exoskeleton. Some systems also combine FES
with a powered exoskeleton or FES via surface spinal cord stimulation (SCS) that may then be
combined with a powered exoskeleton. The FES acts as the source of energy allowing the
individual to move forward. The passive exoskeleton guides joint motions to direct limb
trajectories The joints of the orthosis can be locked to prevent collapse and aid in reducing
muscle stimulation required thus saving power.

A hybrid system that used four channels of stimulation for walking and a self-fitting modular
orthosis that used telescopic links to adjust to the user’s body was designed by Popovic et al.
[29]. This design used open loop control using predetermined muscles rather than closed loop
control. The design was based on previous work which used a modified KAFO that placed the
center of gravity anterior to the knee joint and locked the knee in hyperextension. When the
center of gravity fell posterior to the knee, the quadriceps were stimulated to stabilize the knee
[30, 31].

The spring brake orthosis (SBO) used elastic energy stored in springs and potential energy of
limb segments. This eliminated the need for an actuator to generate hip flexion [32]. Kagaya et
al. developed an orthosis with an electrical knee lock system that locked the knees in stance but
allowed for swing during extension, reducing muscle fatigue and eliminating the need for
stimulation during the stance and weight bearing phase [33]. The joint used within this orthosis
consisted of a solenoid set on a stainless plate, and a stainless locking bar joined to the solenoid.
When the knee was flexed, the knee was unlocked. When the knee was extended, the bar locked
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into the groove automatically. The electrical current to the solenoid was then used to unlock the
knee against gravity.

The Cleveland VA Medical Center and CWRU developed a hybrid system that used hydraulics
to reciprocally couple the hips or individually lock or allow a hip to rotate in the sagittal plane. It
had sixteen channels of stimulation delivered via intramuscular electrodes. The knee and ankle
joints of the limb were locked during the stance phase to maximize stability, and unlocked
throughout the swing phase [34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Farris et al. described the design of a
joint-coupled orthotic that used two channels of stimulation combined with a computer
controlled orthosis with wafer disc brakes to aid in achieving gate [39]. All FES systems require
a walking aid for balance as well as muscle strengthening exercises before individuals with SCI
can fully use these systems. Even with FES systems, a high amount of energy is still required by
the user to walk.

1.2.5 Human Machine and Design Lab at the University of Minnesota

The Human Machine and Design Lab at the University of Minnesota has developed several
versions of a hybrid system for individuals with SCI that combines FES with a passive
exoskeleton. The first version (Figure 1.1) was the controlled-brake orthosis (CBO) developed
by Goldfarb [40]. The CBO is a long-leg brace that contains magnetic particle brakes at the knee
and hip joints. The braking torque was continuously regulated to control swing-phase limb
motion in real time and the brakes were locked during stance phase to support body weight
without having to stimulate the muscles. Thus, muscle fatigue is reduced by only utilizing
muscles to provide limb motion and not during stance. Preliminary testing indicated that the
system functioned as intended yet some technical challenges remained including the customer
acceptance of the device and the weight required to provide the needed battery power.
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Figure 1.1. Concept rendering (left) of the CBO and the CBO shown from the side as worn by a
user with SCI.

The FES-Energy Storing Exoskeleton (FES-ESE) was created to overcome some of the
shortcomings of the CBO relating to using a stimulation-triggered reflex response for stepping
[41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. The FES-ESE (Figure 1.2) generates knee extension motion through
electrical stimulation of the quadriceps while storing and releasing energy in spring elements to
provide the knee and hip motion to complete the step. Computer control allows the hip and knee
joint to lock and unlock in order for the exoskeleton to provide support during standing and the
stance phase of walking. Several versions of the FES-ESE were studied through bench
prototypes and two studies were conducted with a small number of human volunteers. The
results showed that the FES-ESE concept has merit and could produce muscle-powered stepping
motions through electrical stimulation of the quadriceps. The studies also showed that the
FES-ESE implementations were flawed due to some design choices that were made.
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Figure 1.2. Concept rendering of the FES-ESE

The FES-Energy Storing Orthosis (FES-ESO) design that is currently being developed (Figure
1.3) overcomes flaws from initial designs. High stored energy density gas springs are used for
the energy storage elements. Gas springs are advantageous as they have lower cycle losses and
have constant force over their stroke compared to the previously used pneumatic cylinders. Gas
springs also have less hysteresis and do not deteriorate with age unlike elastomer bands which
have a higher strain density. A releasable ratchet brake is used to lock and unlock the hip and
knee joint rather than a magnetic particle brake. A ratchet is locked when no power is applied
which is advantageous for system safety. This is not the case for magnetic particle brakes which
were used in the original CBO. The ratchet does not have any take-up rotation when a reverse
load is applied such as the case for wrap spring brakes that were used in several previous
versions of the device. With the wrap spring brakes, take-up rotation caused the knee joint to
gradually move into the flexed state over time. The FES-ESO also considered body attachment
and donning and doffing from the beginning to allow for proper support of the body and an
easier donning process. The weight of the exoskeleton has been reduced to 10 kilograms which is
below the weight of any existing commercial power exoskeletons. A physical prototype of this
version is currently being constructed to conduct performance testing and demonstrate technical
feasibility [3].
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Figure 1.3. Concept rendering of the current version of the FES-ESO.

The desired gait motion is a critical component in the development of a lower limb wearable
exoskeleton. The synthetic gait cycle shown (Figure 1.4) begins with the hip and knee joints
flexed for the right leg (red) and extended for the left leg (green), which begins in the stance
phase.

Figure 1.4. The Synthetic Gait Cycle: Steps 1-4 show the swing phase of the right leg, steps 5-8
show the swing phase of the left leg.
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In the case of an exoskeleton and specifically the most recent iteration of the FES-ESO. The
right knee joint in the flexed position is unlocked in the direction of extension and the quadriceps
muscle ground is stimulated to promote knee extension. The stimulation of the quadriceps
creates excess energy and gas springs that are tied to the hip and knee joints store a portion of
this excess energy. The user then employs gravity to fall forward onto the now extended right
leg, which enters the stance phase and supports the left leg as it enters flexion. At this point, the
right hip joint is unlocked in the direction of extension. The hip joint is extended as the
individual works to upright their torso by pushing their hands against a supportive rail. Finally, in
the swing phase both the right knee and right hip joints are unlocked in the flexion direction
which allows for the energy stored in the gas springs to release and actuate hip and knee joint
flexion. As a result, the leg returns to the neutral position where the process is repeated for the
left leg.

1.3 Study Objective
The purpose of this study was to develop analytical models and experiments to contrast the key
mechanical properties of three releasable brakes to determine the best locking joint for the
University of Minnesota HMDL FES-ESO system.

1.4 Design Factors For Joint Brakes
There were three major design factors that were selected to be analyzed in each of the selected
one-way releasable brakes. First, the amount of external torque that the stationary but energized
brakes can withstand while maintaining position was an important metric to consider when
selecting a brake for a lower body wearable robotic system. The hip and knee joints must be able
to withstand the weight of the user without failing. Second, the holding torque per weight of the
brake was analyzed as it is important for the brake to not be heavy to prevent the overall device
being too heavy which could lead to the user’s muscles fatiguing. Third, the power that is
required to hold the brake in the locked state was considered. The amount of power that is
required is correlated to the total weight of the system because higher power means a heavier
battery.

Other design factors that were considered as part of a case study of the current iteration of the
FES-ESO include the volume and shape of the brakes which may influence which brake is
selected based on which volume or shape would provide a more ergonomic fit. The switching
time between the on and off states was also analyzed. If it takes a long time to switch between
states, then the length of time for a cycle will be extended. The residual torque and damping
characteristic in the released state was also examined to help determine if sagging of the joint
will occur. How far the brake travels after it is locked was also considered. If the brake travels
back further after each time it is locked, then the device and subsequently the user will start to
sag.
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1.5 Candidate Brake Technologies
One-way releasable brakes provide unidirectional rotation while locking in the other direction
and have the capability to be released thus also providing unidirectional rotation in the opposite
direction. Two-way releasable brakes provide bidirectional rotation and have the capability to be
released. There is a difference between a brake and a clutch. A clutch is a device that provides
energy transfer between two rotating shafts while a brake locks a shaft to ground which is the
case for the brakes used in a lower limb wearable robotic system application. Of the technologies
that are described in the previous art, wrap spring brakes, magnetic particle brakes, and ratchet
brakes are the three brakes that were chosen to be explored.

1.5.1 Wrap Spring Brake

A wrap spring brake (WSB) (Figure 1.5) consists of a close-wound helical spring used to connect
and transmit torque across an input hub with an output hub and control the locking and unlocking
of the two. The spring is sized so that its inner diameter is smaller than the outer diameter of the
hubs which generates a tight friction contact.

Figure 1.5. Typical components of a wrap spring brake

Torque is transmitted when the relative rotation of the input and output hubs cause the spring to
wrap down on both of the hubs and apply a normal force. If the spring is unwound by the
rotation of the input hub, the torque transmitted to the output hub is minimized. If the spring is
wound by the rotation of the input hub, the torque transmitted to the output hub is maximized.
The torque in the first coil is amplified exponentially across each successive coil due to frictional
forces developed during the rotation. Adding a control tang enables the spring to be disengaged,
allowing the input hub to overrun. An actuator is used to actuate the tang causing the spring to
loosen or tighten. When the control tang is deflected in the direction that unwinds the spring, free
rotation is then allowed. When the actuator is off, the brake rotates in the direction that winds up
the wrap spring on the hub which prevents rotation. Overrunning occurs when the relative
rotation of the input and output hubs causes the spring to unwind. To allow bi-directional
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rotation, the brake must be released by unwinding the spring slightly and held in this expanded
position so that the spring-hub friction approaches zero. When the spring is released, the brake
reverts to its torque-transmitting configuration.

Slip, or the rotation in degrees before the wrap spring brake completely locks, is an inherent
characteristic of a wrap spring brake. This is due to the wrap springs' floating nature between
when they are released and when friction overcomes slipping and allows the spring to wind
again. Each time the joint is loaded, the spring allows some movement before it coils down on
the joint and stops the motion. This means that locking the joint at an exact angle is not possible
with wrap spring brakes. The total number of degrees of slip increases with the amount of torque
applied. If the torque is progressively applied, slip is lesser. If the wrap spring brake is unloaded
every time a higher torque is applied, then the slip will be more.

If the holding torque is exceeded, the wrap spring brake will slip. This would not result in a
catastrophic failure, but would compromise the overall performance of the brake. Due to
exponential dependence on the frictional coefficient, the gripping torque is sensitive to friction
between the discs and the wrap spring so much so that oil on the disc can cause the brake to fail.
Some wrap spring brakes are intentionally lubricated so that the friction and thus performance of
the brake is consistent.

Advantages of using a wrap spring brake include the ability to provide unidirectional rotation
without any extrinsic control input, silent engagement at any position, low disengagement force,
even then the brake is loaded, and free bidirectional rotation when disengaged [47, 48]. A wrap
spring brake can be customized to fit a particular application. Some examples of aspects that can
be customized include the material of the hub, the type of actuator that is used, the diameter of
the hub, the spring cross section, and number of turns of the spring. Increasing the cross-section
of the spring can increase the amount of torque that the brake can withstand. The materials that
the hubs and springs are made and shape of these parts can also make a difference on the overall
weight of the brake and fit into the device. Increasing the spring cross section expands the
surface contact for braking which increases the torque and size of the brake. Increasing the
number of turns of the spring increases the force gain of the brake.

Wrap spring brakes are high holding torque to weight and high holding torque to operating
energy brakes with exceptional gripping torque in the locking direction and low over-running
torque in the reverse direction. Since wrap spring brakes are high torque low speed devices, they
do not need a transmission in the orthosis and can be directly coupled to joints. Wrap spring
brakes lock only in one direction so they are well suited for the ESO application since the
braking torque is needed only in flexion.
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Wrap springs have a fast unlock/lock response time because the spring can be actuated with just
a small motion of the spring’s control tang. Another advantage that is unique to wrap springs is
that the brake can be unlocked under load with only a small force needed to move the spring
tang. This means that a small brake actuation brake can be used which saves space and weight in
the overall device. Because the wrap spring brake is off for the majority of the gait cycle it takes
in low electrical power meaning that a large and therefore heavy power source is not needed.

The operation of a wrap spring brake can be broken down into three states. The first state is
when the brake is rotating in the forward direction. When the input hub turns, the spring tightens
around the output hub to apply torque and accelerate the load. This state can be described by the
capstan equation. The capstan equation related the hold to load force is a flexible line such as the
spring is wound around a cylinder such as the brake. Because of the interaction of frictional
forces and tension, the tension on a line wrapped around the cylinder may be different on either
side of the cylinder. The principle behind a capstan-type device including a wrap spring brake is
that a small holding force exerted on the input hub, for example, can carry a much larger loading
force on the output hub. In the capstan equation, it can be seen that the force gain of the wrap
spring brake grows exponentially with the number of turns in the spring, the angle of contact and
the coefficient of friction.

A mathematical model of the wrap spring brake based upon strain energy, yields the following
expressions for torque transmission [49].

Torque transmission in the gripping direction is

(1)𝑇
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= 𝐸𝐼𝑟
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Torque transmission in the overrunning direction is
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spring coils, and is the coefficient of friction.µ

The capstan equation is

(3)𝑇
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 

=  𝑇
ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

𝑒µϕ
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where is the applied tension on the spring, is the resulting force exerted at the other𝑇
𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 

𝑇
ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑

side of the cylinder, is the coefficient of friction between the spring and the cylinder materials,µ
and is the total angle swept by all turns of the spring measured in radians where one full turnϕ

.ϕ = 2π

The second step is when the input hub is stopped or reversed, but the spring is still engaged
causing the spring to unwind and release the load. The third step is when the control tang is
pulled back and the spring is no longer engaged and the wrap spring is freely spinning.

1.5.2 Magnetic Particle Brake

A magnetic particle brake (MPB) relies on magnetic force between two rotating disks which is
transmitted by magnetic particles to produce the brake torque. The input shaft and a cylinder
form the stationary member and the output shaft and rotor comprise the rotating member. The
magnetic particles are dispersed within a gap between the rotor of a DC motor and the cylinder
(Figure 1.6) [50].

Figure 1.6. Typical components of a magnetic particle brake

When electricity is applied to the coil, a magnetic field is created causing the particles to bind
together. The particles rubbing against one another causes friction which resists the relative
rotation between the cylinder and rotor. As the electric current is increased, the binding of the
particles becomes stronger thus increasing the braking torque that is transmitted to the rotor.
Magnetic particle brakes have a wide operating torque range. The torque is independent of RPM
and proportional to the magnetic field strength, and therefore to the applied D.C. input current
(Figure 1.7) [51].
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Figure 1.7. Relationship between torque and DC input current

The relationship between the torque to voltage is almost linear with the torque being able to be
controlled very accurately. This makes these units suited for tension control applications as the
damping is variable. They also have a fast response making them suitable for uses in high cycle
frequency applications [52]. If the holding torque is exceeded, the magnetic particle brake slips.

To increase the holding torque of the brake, a transmission can be coupled to the magnetic
particle brake. A transmission gear’s pitch, or diametral pitch, is a number that represents the
size and spacing of the teeth on an inch-sized gear. It can be estimated by taking the number of
teeth plus two divided by the outer diameter of the gear. In order to mesh, the pitch of two gears
must be the same. A lower pitch means the teeth are larger and farther apart. Gears with a pitch
of 18 or below are often used for heavy load and low speed applications. Gears with a pitch of 20
or above have small, closely spaced teeth that run quietly at high speeds. When transmitting
motion from a gear with fewer teeth to a gear with more teeth, the speed decreases while the
torque increases. This can be seen through the relationship where the number of teeth times the
speed of gear A equals the number of teeth times the speed of gear B. Calculating the transfer of
torque is the inverse of the speed ratio or in other words, the speed multiplied by the torque of
gear A equals the speed multiplied by the torque of gear B.

A smaller transmission reduces the inertia and friction, which scales with the square of the
transmission ratio, that is reflected from the brake to the joint and thus uses less energy.
Therefore it would be best to use a magnetic particle brake with a medium torque rating and a
medium transmission rather than a magnetic particle brake with a small torque rating and a large
transmission as the inertia and friction reflected from the brake to the joint would be high
causing the power source required to be large and heavy.

The magnetic particle brake offers the advantage of simple control of joint torque over a
bandwidth that is suitable for controlling the events involved in the human gate. It is a passive
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device with no possibility of human injury resulting from unstable behavior making it well suited
for uses involving human interaction. Since the brake resistance is imposed by fine ferrite
particles, the engagement is smooth and quiet which is optimal for the user experience in this
application.

It is a compact and lightweight means of exerting dissipative mechanical torques using an
electrical control signal. When the magnetic particle brake is coupled with a transmission to
provide a greater holding torque, the weight, volume and shape of the overall package presents a
challenge as it is large and bulky. To help create a more ergonomic fit of the magnetic particle
brake and coupled transmission for the user, the gears of the transmission can be cut down so
that only the necessary section of the gear remains based on the desired range of motion. Not
only will this help to minimize the volume of the joint, but it will also help to minimize the
weight as the mechanical transmission is among the heaviest of the joint components. Drilling
holes in the remaining part of the gear is also possible to minimize weight as long as enough
material is left for the needed part strength.

1.5.3 Bi-Directional Ratchet Brake

A bi-directional ratchet brake such as the one used in a ratchet wrench is a mechanical device
consisting of a gear and at least one pawl that engages the gear. Double-stacked pawls work
together to alternatively engage the teeth on at least one gear as the wrench is ratcheted which is
advantageous to reduce the backswing arc of the wrench. The ratchet is locked in one direction
and allows rotation in the other and an actuator brake can be used to manipulate the pawls to
control the direction in which the ratchet brake is allowed to rotate thus making it bi-directional.
The gears can have a varying number of teeth depending on the application. The teeth are
asymmetrically shaped which allows them to move past the pawl when the gear is rotated in the
desired direction. The ratchet tooth count refers to how many teeth are on the drive gear which
correlates to how far the user needs to move the handle to engage the next tooth. The higher the
ratchet tooth count, the less the handle has to move to engage the next tooth. The arc swing, or
path that the ratchet makes when ratcheting, is directly related to the number of teeth on the gear
and can be calculated by

(4)𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 =  360/𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑡ℎ

The ratchet provides locking that depends upon the ratchet pitch where pitch defines the angular
position change between each ratchet tooth. By having a smaller pitch, the increments in joint
position are smaller and a more precise joint position can be accomplished. Since the ratchet
teeth are locked when under load, the joint will not slip. If the torque is exceeded, the ratchet’s
teeth will break causing a fully destructive failure that compromises the brake.

A ratchet’s operation can be broken down into three states. The first state is when the gears are
locked up against the ratchet and rotation in the one direction is not permitted, but is permitted in
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the desired direction where the amplitude of its swing is fixed. When the gear is moving in the
desired direction, the teeth are able to move past the pawl making a soft clicking sound. When
there is no more room for the ratchet to be rotated, the second state is to rotate the ratchet back to
its starting position to create more room. The third state is for the pawl to be switched using an
actuator to switch the direction in which the brake is allowed to rotate to accommodate all stages
of the gait cycle.

The bi-directional ratchet provides a lightweight method of locking the joint at the desired range
of motion with a high holding torque that is achieved by the small ratchet pitch. A high
resolution of the ratchet guides a smooth joint rotation leading to user comfort and helps
simulates the gait cycle as closely as possible which is important for the user experience in this
application. Since the ratchet teeth are locked when under load, the joint will not slip. There is
also no take-up rotation when a reverse load is applied. Ratchets are very lightweight compared
to other brakes due to the ability to use custom housing. This also minimizes the overall width of
the brake which is beneficial in providing an ergonomic fit and minimally bulky design of the
total system.

Chapter 2. Methods

2.1 Required Holding Torque
The highest torque value that the knee and hip joints are subjected to and thus must be able to
withstand was identified. The torque acting on the hip and knee joint respectively during quiet
standing with weight equally distributed between legs and phases of the gait cycle were analyzed
as these were determined to be the phases in which torque acting on the joints is at a maximum.
The phases of the gait cycle that were analyzed are the single-support phase, or working phases,
as these are the phases in which one leg is off the ground and one leg is still in contact with the
ground. This would occur for the green leg during phase one and two and for the red leg during
phase five and six (Figure 1.4).

Hip and knee angles for the scenarios in which the maximum torque value is produced within the
quiet standing phase and working phase and free body diagrams were used to derive hip and
knee torque equations and values (Appendix A). From the free body diagram for quiet standing,
the following hip and knee torque equations were developed:
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(5)𝑇
𝐻𝐼𝑃

= 𝑟
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𝐹
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From the free body diagram for the working phases of the gait cycle the following hip and knee
torque equations were developed:

(7)𝑇
𝐻𝐼𝑃
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𝐹
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𝑠𝑡ℎ

From these equations, the relations of the hip torque and knee torque during the quiet standing
and working phase as a function of hip and knee angle were developed. A constraint that the
center of mass is above the middle of the foot was used. The maximum torque value that a joint
will be subjected to was then identified and used as a guideline in selecting a maximum torque
requirement value to use when selecting potential brakes for a lower-limb wearable robotic
system application.

For the purpose of this analysis, a torque requirement of 50 Nm was used as a guideline in
selecting brakes for a lower-limb wearable robotic system application. This torque requirement
value falls within a reasonable range according to calculations done and values obtained for the
case of the FES-ESO (Appendix A).

2.2 Brakes Selected
Brakes that can lock and unlock were collected and ultimately selected for analysis (Table 2.1).
The data sheets for each of the selected brakes show detailed information and metrics (Appendix
B and C).
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Table 2.1. Brakes selected for analysis

Brake Name Type of Brake Vendor Model No.

WSB Commercial Wrap Spring Brake Warner Electric 316-17-001

WSB Custom (Hip) Wrap Spring Brake Reell Precision
Manufacturing N/A

WSB Custom (Knee) Wrap Spring Brake Reell Precision
Manufacturing N/A

MPB Commercial Magnetic Particle Brake Placid
Industries PLB-100

MPB w/Transmission (Hip) Magnetic Particle Brake Force Limited B20SF14 (hip)

MPB w/Transmission (Knee) Magnetic Particle Brake Force Limited B20SF15 (knee)

Ratchet Bi-Directional Ratchet Brake GearWrench 81304P

2.2.1 Wrap Spring Brake

A model 316-17-001 wrap spring brake with a static torque rating of 57 Nm from Warner
Electric was analyzed using catalog data. A custom built wrap spring brake that can withstand a
torque of 33 Nm and 36 Nm of torque in the knee and hip joint from a previous Energy Storing
Orthosis (ESO) was analyzed using experimental data from [42] and [53].

2.2.2 Magnetic Particle Brake

A model PLB-200 magnetic particle brake from Placid Industries was analyzed using catalog
data. This model has a torque range of 2 to 95 Nm. The magnetic particle brake that was used in
the controlled-brake orthosis (CBO) coupled with a transmission was also analyzed using catalog
data. These brakes were made by Force Limited and had custom windings. The brakes for the
CBO knee and hip joint had model numbers B20SF15 and B20SF14. The knee and hip joint
could resist a continuous maximum torque of 2.8 Nm and 1.8 Nm [40]. An Evoloid gear set from
ASI Technologies with a 16:1 ratio was coupled with the custom magnetic particle brake, which
increased the holding torque to 44.8 and 28.8 Nm.

2.2.3 Bi-Directional Ratchet Brake

A 81304P model bi-directional ratchet wrench with ½” drive and 120 XP from GEARWRENCH
was selected for experimental analysis. This particular ratchet was selected due to the fine pitch
or small increments in joint position and high resolution compared to most ratchet wrenches. The
inner components of the ratchet head were the focus in the analysis as they would be the
components used within this application.
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2.3 Holding Torque per Weight
The holding torque and weight of the commercial magnetic particle brake and wrap spring brake
was determined using data from the product catalogs. The holding torque of the custom made
wrap spring brake was determined through published experiment data (Appendix B) [53]. The
total weight of the custom made wrap spring was determined in a previous study and includes the
two hubs, wrap spring, shaft collar, and washers [42]. The holding torque of the magnetic
particle brake coupled with a transmission was determined through previous experimentation
(Appendix B) [28]. The combined weight of the brake itself and the transmission was used as the
total weight of the custom made magnetic particle brake. Five case scenarios were also analyzed
for the case of magnetic particle brakes to compare the use of a large transmission and small
magnetic particle brake that used 24 and 18 pitch gears, a direct drive magnetic particle brake,
and a small transmission and large magnetic particle brake that used 24 and 18 pitch gears. The
size of the transmission was selected to satisfy the torque requirement of 50 Nm.

The holding torque of the ratchet brake was determined using data from the product catalogs. In
the published data, the manufacturer states that the ratchet meets and exceeds the ASME
standards. The ASME standard for a ratchet of this type is 340 Nm [54]. As a result, this is the
value that is used for the maximum holding torque for the ratchet brake. The weight of the
ratchet brake was approximated by only accounting for the weight of the ratchet’s internal
components which was estimated to be 0.99 kg.

The holding torque per weight for all available magnetic particle brakes from Placid Industries
and wrap spring brakes from Warner Electric was also collected.

2.4 Power Required to Hold Brake in Locked State
The power requirement for maintaining the lock state for wrap spring brakes and ratchet brakes
is zero. The power requirement of the commercial magnetic particle brake was determined using
data from the product catalogs by the manufacturers and the relation

(9)𝑃 = 𝐼2𝑅
The power requirement for the custom made magnetic particle brake was also determined from
past experimentation (Appendix B) [28].

The torque per power for all commercially available magnetic particle brakes from a single
vendor was collected and plotted. The current and resistance values for the 24 volt magnetic
particle brakes were used in calculations.
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Chapter 3. Results

3.1 Required Torque
The results (Table 3.1) from the full analysis conducted (Appendix A) for the torque requirement
in the quiet standing scenario and the working phase scenario with both experiencing no HAT
angle and a hip angle of the leg(s) on the ground of 10 degrees. For the working phase, the hip
angle of the leg off the ground is 21 degrees.

Table 3.1. Maximum knee and hip torque requirement values for two scenarios based on hip
angles of each leg

Scenario
Name HAT Angle

Hip Angle of
Leg(s) on
Ground

Hip Angle of
Leg Off
Ground

Hip Torque
Requirement

Knee Torque
Requirement

Quiet
Standing 0° 10° N/A 0 Nm 34.6 Nm

Working
Phase 0° 10° 21° 7.8 Nm 78.4 Nm

3.2 Holding Torque per Weight
The plotted holding torque per weight of the seven analyzed brakes (Figure 3.1) shows the trend
that the holding torque increases as the weight of the brake increases. The heaviest brake is the
commercial magnetic particle brake while the lightest is the ratchet brake. The brake with the
highest holding torque is the ratchet brake.
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Figure 3.1. The holding torque versus weight for the brakes listed in Table 2.1. The holding
torque increases with weight.

The plotted holding torque per weight of the commercially available magnetic particle brakes
(Figure 3.2) shows the linear trend of the holding torque increasing as the weight of the brake
increases. The dotted line represents the trendline of the data.

Figure 3.2. The holding torque versus weight for the commercially available magnetic particle
brakes from one vendor. The dotted line represents the trendline for the plotted data. The holding
torque increases with weight.

The plotted holding torque per weight of the commercially available wrap spring brakes (Figure
3.3) shows the linear trend of the holding torque increasing as the weight of the brake increases.
The dotted line represents the trendline of the data.
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Figure 3.3. The holding torque versus weight for the commercially available wrap spring brakes
from one vendor. The dotted line represents the trendline for the plotted data. The holding torque
increases with weight.

The holding torque per weight was plotted for varying sizes of commercial magnetic particle
brakes coupled with transmissions with gears of various pitches (Figure 3.4). The results show
that a magnetic particle brake requiring a 30:1 transmission in order to meet the 50 Nm torque
requirement weighed less than the magnetic particle brake requiring a 13:1 transmission in order
to meet the 50 Nm torque requirement. The results also show that the brakes with the higher
pitch transmissions weigh less than the brakes with the lower pitch transmissions. The highest
weight of the brake packages plotted is the direct drive magnetic particle brake at over double the
weight of the brakes coupled with a transmission.
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Figure 3.4. The holding torque versus weight for a magnetic particle brake that satisfies the 50
N⋅m torque requirement alone, a magnetic particle brake that needs a large transmission with a
pitch of 24 and 18 to satisfy the torque requirement, and a magnetic particle of reasonable weight
that needs a smaller transmission with a pitch of 24 and 18 to satisfy the torque requirement.

3.3 Power Required to Hold Brake in Locked State
The power as a function of holding torque for magnetic particle brakes from one vendor (Figure
3.5) shows that the power required increases as the holding torque of the brake increases. The
dotted line represents the trendline for the plotted data and shows a positive relationship between
power required and torque of the brake.
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Figure 3.5. Power as a function of holding torque for magnetic particle brakes from one vendor.
The dotted line represents the trendline for the plotted data. The power required increases as the
holding torque increases.

Chapter 4. Discussion

4.1 Required Torque
The required holding torque is a critical metric to calculate and use when selecting a one-way
releasable brake for this application to prevent brake failure. In the case of brakes with
catastrophic modes of failure, it is important to add a factor of safety to the calculated torque
values to ensure that failure does not occur.

The calculations were done for the hip and knee using the current version of the FES-ESO. The
calculations used hip and knee posture angles and phases of the gait cycle that would produce the
highest torque value to ensure that the worst case scenarios were accounted for to prevent brake
failure. Anthropometrics for an individual deemed as the tallest and heaviest allowed for the
system were also used within the calculations to ensure that individuals of this height and weight
and all those below would be able to use the system without failure. An individual using their
hands along railings to lift them up and assist in the gait cycle would reduce the torque
requirement. Thus, it was assumed that an individual would not use their hands for the purposes
of the calculations to account for the highest torque value possible.

In the FES-ESO maximum hip and knee torque requirements, it was found that the knee torque
requirement was greater than the hip torque requirement. This is to be expected as the weight of
the head and torso, HAT, as well as the thigh produces torque on the knee while just the weight
of the HAT produces torque on the hip. In the case of the working phase where one leg is on the
ground while the other is off the ground, additional torque is produced on the joints of the leg on
the ground from the weight of the leg off the ground. This is shown in the results where the
torque requirements are greater than for the case of quiet standing for the respective joints.

When the HAT is vertical, the hip joint is subject to no torque. This is not the case when the HAT
is angled or leaning forward. For the purposes of this study, the case when the HAT is angled or
leaning forward was not analyzed but should be considered to account for all case scenarios to
ensure that the joint and system overall is designed to withstand the maximum torque
requirement value.
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4.2 Holding Torque per Weight
In analyzing the brakes, it was found that the holding torque increases with the weight of the
brake. This aligns with the equations 1 and 2 for wrap spring brakes as a greater wrap spring
brake radius, , and thus weight of the wrap spring brake, leads to a larger torque transmission𝑟

2

in the gripping and overrunning direction. A ratchet brake has the highest holding torque per
weight of the three brake technologies (Figure 3.1). This makes sense as the ratchet brake is a
ratchet wrench designed for high torque applications and designed to the ASME performance
and safety requirements. The weight is also much lower as only the internal components of the
ratchet wrench and custom housing that has been designed for weight optimization in the
application of a lower limb wearable robotic systems are included in the total weight of the
brake. The holding torque to weight ratio for this ratchet brake is 3434:1 (Nm:kg).

The commercial magnetic particle brake that meets the 50 Nm requirement is the heaviest brake
at 13.9 kilograms. This is 7:1 Nm of holding torque per kilogram for the case of the magnetic
particle brake alone. The weight is much too high to be a viable option for this application as one
brake would be needed for each of the four joints on the robotic system. A magnetic particle
brake can be custom made to aid in optimizing weight, but a more viable option due to the
complexity of this process is selecting a transmission to pair with a magnetic particle brake to
increase the holding torque of the brake.

A magnetic particle brake that has a lower holding torque is much lighter can be used in addition
to a transmission to meet a higher torque requirement. This can be shown in the case of a
magnetic particle brake with transmission. The holding torque of the magnetic particle brake
alone is 2.8 and 1.8 Nm for the knee and hip joint. Coupled with the 16:1 transmission, the brake
had a holding torque of 44.8 and 28.8 Nm for the knee and hip joint. The weight of these
magnetic particle brakes for the knee and hip coupled with a 16:1 transmission is 0.5 and 0.4
kilograms. This is 87:1 and 82:1 Nm of holding torque per kilogram for the case of the magnetic
particle brake coupled with a transmission for the knee and hip joint.

The commercial wrap spring brake had a holding torque of 56.5 Nm with a weight of 3.2
kilograms producing 18:1 Nm of holding torque per kilogram. The weight of the commercial
wrap spring brake is high in the application where four wrap spring brakes are needed for the
system as a whole. A custom designed wrap spring brake is a much more viable option in terms
of the weight requirement as it optimizes the weight while maintaining an adequate holding
torque. The custom wrap spring brake that was designed for the knee and hip joint had a holding
torque value of 33 and 36 Nm while weighing 0.25 kilograms each. This equates to 133:1 and
145:1 Nm of holding torque per kilogram for the case of the custom designed wrap spring brake
at the knee and hip joint.
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Table 4.1. Holding torque per weight for the brakes. The ratchet has the highest torque to weight
ratio, by a substantial amount.

Brake Holding Torque per Weight (Nm/kg)

WSB Commercial 18:1

WSB Custom (Hip) 145:1

WSB Custom (Knee) 133:1

MPB Commercial 7:1

MPB w/Transmission (Hip) 82:1

MPB w/Transmission (Knee) 87:1

Ratchet 3434:1

The commercial wrap spring brake has a higher holding torque per kilogram of weight compared
to the commercial magnetic particle brake by a factor of 2.5 (Table 4.1). The wrap spring brake
provides a higher holding torque value per unit of weight. The magnetic particle brakes coupled
with transmissions provide a higher holding torque per kilogram of weight compared to the
commercial magnetic particle brake by a factor of 12. The custom wrap spring brakes also
provide a higher holding torque per kilogram of weight compared to the commercial wrap spring
brake by a factor of 8.

The holding torque versus weight for the commercially available magnetic particle brakes from
one vendor showed that the holding torque increases with the weight of the brake. The magnetic
particle brake’s peak torque per weight is 3.8 Nm per kilogram as taken from a trendline fit to
data (Figure 3.2). The holding torque versus weight for the commercially available wrap spring
brakes from one vendor also showed that the holding torque generally increases with the weight
of the brake. The wrap spring brake’s peak torque per weight is 44 Nm per kilogram as taken
from a trendline fit to data (Figure 3.3).

The holding torque versus weight for a direct drive magnetic particle brake and magnetic particle
brakes coupled with various transmission ratios and pitches to satisfy a holding torque
requirement of 50 Nm was analyzed. A direct drive magnetic particle brake that has a holding
torque of at least 50 Nm was analyzed for reference and to further show that a commercial
magnetic particle brake alone would not be feasible for this particular application of a lower limb
wearable robotic system due to its high weight. The weight of the commercial magnetic particle
brake itself at 14 kilograms makes this option completely impractical for this application.
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A smaller magnetic particle brake with a lower holding torque needed to be coupled with a 30:1
transmission to produce a 50 Nm holding torque. A 24 pitch and 18 pitch transmission was
analyzed and the higher 24 pitch 30:1 transmission was shown to be less weight than that of the
18 pitch 30:1 transmission. This was also the case for a larger magnetic particle brake with a
higher holding torque that needed to be coupled to a 13:1 transmission to produce a 50 Nm
holding torque. The magnetic particle brakes coupled with the 18 pitch transmissions weighed
more than that of the magnetic particle brakes coupled with the 24 pitch transmissions by a factor
of two. These results showed that magnetic particle brakes coupled with a transmission
consisting of gears with a higher pitch were more weight efficient compared to being coupled
with a transmission consisting of gears with a lower pitch. These results also showed that a
magnetic particle brake that required being coupled with a lower gear transmission ratio, 13:1 in
this case, produced a higher holding torque to weight compared to that of a magnetic particle
brake that required being coupled with a higher gear transmission ratio, 30:1 in this case.

4.3 Power Required to Hold Brake in Locked State
The magnetic particle brake is the only brake that requires power to hold the brake in a locked
state out of the three types of brakes that were analyzed. The power required was found to
increase as the holding torque increased. The magnetic particle brake’s peak power per holding
torque is 0.2 Watts per Nm as taken from a linear fit to data shown in Figure 3.5. The
commercial magnetic particle brake that was analyzed showed that it required 0.4 Watts per Nm .

For the design of a lower limb wearable robotic system, untethered power is a crucial component
and thus, batteries are looked to provide the necessary power required to hold the joint brake and
specifically the magnetic particle brakes in their locked state. A lithium-ion battery is a type of
rechargeable battery that has the greatest electrochemical potential and provides the largest
energy density. Lithium is also the lightest of all metals making this type of battery the most
attractive option for this application.

Since battery power is the amount of electrical energy stored in the battery, as more power is
required that means that a larger power source is also required which adds weight to the overall
robotic system. In this particular application, four magnetic particle brakes are required at each
joint. For the case of the commercial magnetic particle brake that was analyzed, the four brakes
consume 168 W of electrical power. For the case of the magnetic particle brake coupled with the
transmission that was analyzed, the four brakes consume 27 W of electrical power. Practical
versions of a lower limb wearable robotic system need brakes with sufficiently low power
requirements to enable an hour or more of use on a single battery charge without the power
source adding too much weight to the system.

To determine a battery for each of the brakes, the battery capacity must first be determined using
the load current of the magnetic particle brake in amps and the desired battery life in hours which
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in this case was determined to be one hour of quiet standing which means that the four brakes are
energized continuously. One hour was selected as the application of lower limb wearable robotic
systems is intended for exercise rather than all-day use and one hour falls within a reasonable
range for how long the device may be used for exercise by an individual at one time before the
device needs to be recharged. If it is later determined that the device must be used for a longer
period of time then the calculations (Appendix E) should be updated to reflect that. The
calculated battery capacities and required voltages were used to select a battery (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2. Load current, battery life, battery capacity and weight of the commercial lithium-ion
batteries that were selected for analysis

Brake Load
Current (A)

Voltage
(V)

Battery Life
(Hours)

Battery
Capacity

(Ah)

Battery
Weight (g)

MPB Commercial 2.0 21 1 2.0 351

MPB w/Transmission
(Hip) 0.35 10 1 0.35 180

MPB w/Transmission
(Knee) 0.35 28 1 0.35 648

A single battery can power all four brakes within the system. For the case of the magnetic
particle brake without a transmission, the weight from the battery would be 351 grams. For the
case of the magnetic particle brakes coupled with the transmission at the hip and knee, the total
weight of the batteries would be 180 and 648 grams. Given that the most previous iteration of the
FES-ESO had a design requirement that the weight of the system must be under 10 kilograms,
the weight contribution from the batteries themselves are reasonable.

While minimizing weight is an important objective for this application, desirable dimensions and
volume of the battery that provided sufficient battery capacity for the analyzed magnetic particle
brakes is also important. The dimensions of the AOBEN (Part No.  AB7309-C) battery selected
for the case of the commercial magnetic particle brake is 12.8 x 8.4 x 8.0 cm producing a volume
of 860 centimeters cubed. The dimensions of the AUTEC Power Systems (Part No. APS
28-LIR18650-2.3Ah) battery selected for the case of the magnetic particle brake coupled with a
transmission at the hip are a18.4 mm diameter with a 64 mm length producing a volume of 17
centimeters cubed. The dimensions of the EMBRACE SUN (Part No, B09SZ5RZD2) battery
selected for the case of the magnetic particle brake coupled with a transmission at the knee is
13.2 x 8.4 x 6.2 cm producing a volume of 687 centimeters cubed.
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The volume of the battery selected for the case of the magnetic particle brake coupled with a
transmission at the hip is 50 times smaller than the battery selected for the case of the
commercial magnetic particle brake alone and 40 times smaller than the battery selected for the
case of the magnetic particle brake coupled with a transmission at the knee. This further shows
the advantage in weight and volume in using a transmission system coupled to a magnetic
particle brake rather than a magnetic particle brake alone to satisfy the torque requirement in the
application of a lower limb wearable robotic system.

4.4 Case Study: FES-ESO
Results from this study were applied to the current FES-ESO that was described in Section 1.2
with the objective of selecting the best locking joint. Characteristics that differentiate each of the
three brakes were considered in addition to the metrics considered in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3,
as well as the volume, shape, and weight for each brake, and user safety.

The way that the brake fails is an important factor to consider for user safety and when
determining how big of a factor of safety to include. Magnetic particle brakes, wrap spring
brakes, and ratchet brakes are passive devices with no possibility of human injury resulting from
unstable behavior and are therefore well suited for uses involving human interaction. An
advantage of wrap springs and ratchets over magnetic particle brakes is that the unpowered
position locks the joint which will prevent the collapse of the user if power failure of the device
occurs. When torque is exceeded in the case of the magnetic particle brake, the brake will slip
without jerking. The magnetic particle brake is not in a locked state when no power is applied
which can lead to a catastrophic failure in the case of a power failure. For a ratchet, when no
power is applied it is also in the locked state. Therefore, while all three of these devices are
passive contributing to user safety, only the wrap spring brake and ratchet brake are in the locked
position with no power preventing a catastrophic failure while the magnetic particle brake is not.

The weight of the ratchet can be minimized by only using the internal components of the ratchet
with custom housing. Another advantage of this beyond weight is that the shape of the brake and
joint can be tailored to provide a user-friendly fit to help improve user experience. A wrap spring
brake can be custom designed and manufactured to optimize the weight of the brake. An
optimized wrap spring is one of minimum volume and thus weight meaning the least axial width
and least radius. A magnetic particle brake is much more intensive to manufacture due to the
complexity of the mechanism itself. However, weight can be optimized by customizing the gears
used within the transmission selected to be coupled with the magnetic particle brake. The gears
used in the transmission only actuate through specified angles so all other gear teeth will never
mesh. Therefore, these parts of the gear can be removed while still allowing material for
mounting on the shaft. Additional weight can also be removed by drilling holes in the remaining
part of the gear as long as enough material is left for the needed part strength.
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The overall shape of the brake is important to consider. The weight and volume optimized
custom wrap spring brake used in a previous FES-ESE iteration resulted in a two inch or five cm
decrease in the outward projection of the brace on the sides compared to the magnetic particle
brake used in a previous CBO iteration (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1. A visual comparison of the outward projection between the magnetic particle brakes
used in the CBO [40] (top image) and the wrap spring brakes used in the FES-ESE [44] (bottom
image).

Brake Recommendation for FES-ESO

While the wrap spring is light, strong, and requires zero power, it does not work with this
application due to the slip and subsequent sag that occurs before the brake completely locks. To
accomplish a gait cycle it is not necessary to accurately achieve prescribed angles, but sagging
occurred while standing which put the user in a crouched posture that was unacceptable.
Ensuring that there is sufficient toe clearance during the swing phase is also a major challenge
due to the sagging.
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While the ratchet can be easily weight and volume optimized through customization of the
housing and provides high holding torque, the three degrees swing arc leads to backlash and
sagging, the switching time between states is slow, and the loud, audible noise while ratcheting
and lack of smooth engagement as the ratchet is ratcheting is unacceptable for the user
experience in this application.

Therefore, given the analysis conducted the magnetic particle brake was determined to be the
best locking joint for the FES-ESO system out of the three brake types analyzed. The primary
differentiating advantages for using the magnetic particle brakes are the relatively high holding
torque to weight ratios when coupled with a transmission and the shape and weight of the gears
can be reduced due to only needing limited ranges of motion for this application. The magnetic
particle brake does this while providing smooth and quiet engagement which is optimal for the
user’s experience.

While a power source is needed in the case of the magnetic particle brake, it is possible and
recommended to explore a magnetic particle brake with a transmission coupled with a releasable
lock in order to turn off the magnetic particle brake when the user is in the quiet standing
position and use the lock. This would decrease the need for a power to lock the brake in its
holding state and therefore decrease the size needed of the power source which in turn decreases
the overall weight of the power source and system.

To further optimize the weight of the system, it is possible to use different magnetic particle
brakes for the hip and knee joints respectively based on the holding torque required at each joint.
In the torque analysis conducted above, it was found that the hip joint was subject to a much
lower holding torque compared to the knee torque. A magnetic particle brake with a lower
holding torque requirement and therefore a lower weight could then be used in the case of the hip
joints compared to the brake that would be required at the knee joint.

Chapter 5. Conclusions

In the analysis of a magnetic particle brake, wrap spring brake, and ratchet brake, the torque
requirement was found to be greater in the knee joint compared to the hip joint. The torque
requirement was also at a maximum in the working phases or single support phase of gait
compared to the torque requirement in the case of quiet standing. It was also found that the
holding torque increases with the weight of the brake. The ratchet brake had the highest holding
torque in Nm to weight in kilograms with the custom wrap spring brakes, commercial wrap
spring brakes, magnetic particle brakes with transmission. then the commercial magnetic particle
brake following. The power required to hold a magnetic particle brake in its locked state was
found to increase as the holding torque increased. Based on these conclusions and the analysis
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conducted above, the magnetic particle brake was determined to be the best locking joint for the
FES-ESO system out of the three brake types analyzed. Before implementing into the system, the
use of a releasable lock to turn off the magnetic particle brake when the user is in the quiet
standing phase in order to minimize the size of the power source that is required.
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Appendices

A. Failure Torque Calculations
a. Free Body Diagram Analysis

The failure torque values were calculated for an individual of weight 111.58
kilograms and height of 1.88 meters using Winter’s anthropometric regression
models [55]. The general free body diagram showing all terms drawn and defined
(Figure A.1).

Figure A.1. General free body diagram illustrating the relevant lengths, distances,
forces, and angles and describing what they mean.

Quiet Standing
For summing torques about the knee, the shank is held fixed.
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Figure A.2. Free body diagram used for calculating the knee torque in quiet
standing and relevant definitions of terms.

The Law of Cosines is used to define as:𝑟
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By summing the torques about the knee, the following equation for the torque at
the knee joint in quiet standing is produced:

𝑇
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)

For summing torques about the hip, the thigh is held fixed. Note that is𝑟
𝐻𝐴𝑇

defined differently than in the case of knee torque analysis since it is now defined
as the distance from the HAT center of mass to the hip joint rather than the knee
joint otherwise known as 𝑥

𝐻𝐴𝑇
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Figure A.3. Free body diagram used for calculating the hip torque in quiet
standing.

By summing the torques about the hip, the following equation for the torque at the
hip joint in quiet standing is produced:

𝑇
𝐻𝐼𝑃

= 𝑟
𝐻𝐴𝑇

𝐹
𝐻𝐴𝑇

2( )𝑠𝑖𝑛θ
𝐻𝐴𝑇

Note that these equations produce the total torque acting about a single hip and
knee joint respectively as an assumption is made that the weight is being equally
distributed between the two legs.

Working Phases
For summing torques about the knee, the shank is held fixed. In this case, an
additional force is acting on the hip joint from the weight of the leg that is off the
ground.
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Figure A.4. Free body diagram used for calculating the knee torque in working
phases and relevant definitions of terms.

The applied angle in this case is found in the same manner as in the case of quiet
standing through the Law of Sines.

θ
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To account for the force of the leg that is off the ground, the thigh and shank of
that leg is added to the force due to the total head and torso since all of that force
is acting on the leg that is on the ground. By summing the torques about the knee,
the following equation is produced for the torque at the knee joint in the phase(s)
of the gait cycle in which one leg is on the ground and one leg is off:
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For summing torques about the hip, the thigh is held fixed. In this case, an
additional force is acting on the hip joint from the weight of the leg that is off the
ground.
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Figure A.5. Free body diagram used for calculating the hip torque in working
phases and relevant definitions of terms.

The Law of Cosines is used to define as:𝑟
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The Law of Sines is used to define as:θ
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By summing the torques about the hip, the following equation is produced for the
torque at the hip joint in the working phases of the gait cycle in which one leg is
on the ground and one leg is off:
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b. MATLAB Code
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B. Data Sheets of Selected Brakes
a. WSB Commercial

Link to Data Sheet - page 18

44

https://www.warnerelectric.com/-/media/Files/Literature/Brand/warner-electric/catalogs/p-1310-we.ashx


b. MPB Commercial
Link to Data Sheet

45

https://placidindustries.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/PLB-100-data-sheet-1.pdf


c. Ratchet
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C. Brake Holding Torque Calculations
a. Custom Wrap Spring Brake

Torque Requirement:
Bench tests on the analyzed custom wrap springs were conducted in a previous
paper [53]:
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b. Magnetic Particle Brake with a Transmission
Power Requirement:

An excerpt taken from a previous study on the magnetic particle brakes coupled
with a transmission that was analyzed that provides data needed to calculate
power requirement for each brake, “In steady state, when the hip brakes are
resisting 1.8 Nm, they consume 350 mA at 10 V (3.5 W). When the knee brakes
are resisting 2.8 Nm, they consume 350 mA at 28 V (9.8 W)” [28].

For the Hip Joint:
where and𝑃 = 𝐼 × 𝑉 𝐼 =  0. 35 𝐴 𝑉 = 10 𝑉
Therefore, 𝑃 = 3. 5 𝑊

For the Knee Joint:
where and𝑃 = 𝐼 × 𝑉 𝐼 =  0. 35 𝐴 𝑉 = 28 𝑉
Therefore, 𝑃 = 9. 8 𝑊

Torque Requirement:

The torque requirement for a magnetic particle brake with transmission was
calculated by taking the continuous maximum torque provided by the
manufacturer of the magnetic particle brake and multiplying it by the transmission
ratio. Note that the manufacturer of the magnetic particle brakes used no longer
exists and thus, the values have been taken from a previous paper in which these
brakes were studied [28].

For the Hip Joint

Continuous maximum torque output is 1.8 N·m with a transmission ratio of 16:1
Therefore, the torque requirement is 28.8 N·m

For the Knee Joint

Continuous maximum torque output is 2.8 N·m with a transmission ratio of 16:1.
Therefore, the torque requirement is 44.8 N·m
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D. Transmission Gear Selection

Gear Assumptions
- Custom made
- 0.125"=0.3175 cm face width for each gear
- 4140 Steel Alloy
- Gear in shape of cylinder for weight calculations with diameter as outside

diameter of gear and length as face width
- Online gear weight calculator -

https://www.onlinemetals.com/en/weight-calculator

Case 1: B15 MPB with a torque value of 1.69 Nm coupled with a 30:1 transmission
(2000 max RPM)
Case 2: KB-5 MPB with a torque value of 51.52 Nm (1800 max RPM)
Case 3: B35 MPB with a torque value of 3.95 Nm coupled with a 13:1 transmission
(1800 max RPM)

B15 MPB
Torque (MPB alone): 1.69 Nm
Weight (MPB alone): 1.13 kg
Transmission Ratio Needed for 50 Nm: 30:1

24 pitch:
Driven gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 180 teeth (7.58"=19.25 cm outside diameter) (1.59
lbs = 0.72 kg weight divide by 6 since 60 deg range of motion --> 0.12 kg)
Driving gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 6 teeth (0.33"=0.84 cm outside diameter) (0.003
lbs = 0.0014 kg weight)

Total Torque Value: 50.7 Nm
Total Weight = 1.13 kg (MPB) + 0.12 kg (driven gear) + 0.0014 (driving gear) = 1.2514
kg

18 pitch:
Driven gear: Spur Gear - 18 pitch with 180 teeth (10.11"=25.68 cm outside diameter)
(2.82 lbs = 1.28 kg weight divide by 6 since 60 deg range of motion --> 0.21 kg)
Driving gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 6 teeth (0.44"=1.12 cm outside diameter) (0.0053
lbs = 0.0024 kg weight)

Total Torque Value: 50.7 Nm
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https://www.onlinemetals.com/en/weight-calculator
https://placidindustries.com/products/brakes/magnetic-particle-brakes/magnetic-particle-brake-b15/
https://placidindustries.com/products/brakes/magnetic-particle-brakes/magnetic-particle-brake-kb-5/
https://placidindustries.com/products/brakes/magnetic-particle-brakes/magnetic-particle-brake-b35/


Total Weight = 1.13 kg (MPB) + 0.21 kg (driven gear) + 0.0024 (driving gear) = 1.3424
kg

KB-5 MPB
Torque (MPB alone): 51.52 Nm
Weight (MPB alone): 14.06 kg
No transmission needed

B35 MPB
Torque (MPB alone): 3.95 Nm
Weight (MPB alone): 1.81 kg
Transmission Ratio Needed for 50 Nm: 13:1

24 Pitch:
Driven gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 130 teeth (5.5"=13.97 cm outside diameter) (0.837
lb = 0.38 kg weight divide by 6 since 60 deg range of motion --> 0.063 kg)
Driving gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 10 teeth (0.5"=1.27 cm outside diameter) (0.0069
lb = 0.003 kg weight)

Total Torque: 51.25 Nm
Total Weight: 1.81 kg (MPB) + 0.063 kg (driven gear) + 0.003 kg (driving gear) = 1.876
kg

18 Pitch:
Driven gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 130 teeth (7.33"=18.62 cm outside diameter) (1.49
lb = 0.68 kg weight divide by 6 since 60 deg range of motion --> 0.1133 kg)
Driving gear: Spur Gear - 24 pitch with 10 teeth (0.67"=1.70 cm outside diameter)
(0.0124 lb = 0.006 kg weight)

Total Torque: 51.25 Nm
Total Weight: 1.81 kg (MPB) + 0.1133 kg (driven gear) + 0.006 kg (driving gear) =
1.9293 kg
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E. Battery Calculations and Selection

To determine a capable battery for each of the analyzed brakes, the battery life in hours
must be calculated using the below equation

Battery Life (in hours) = Battery Capacity (in Ah) / Load Current (in A)

Practical versions of a lower limb wearable robotic system need brakes with sufficiently
low power requirements to enable an hour or more of use on a single battery charge.
Thus, the battery life used in calculations will be one hour. The load current is the current
of the magnetic particle brake being analyzed (Table E.1). The calculated battery life for
each of the brakes using the above equation is included in the table.

Table E.1. Current, voltage, resistance, and power values and calculated battery life for
each of the magnetic particle brake packages that were analyzed.

Brake Current (A) Voltage (V) Resistance (Ω) Power
(W)

Battery
Capacity

(Ah)

MPB Commercial 2.0 21 10.5 42 2

MPB w/Transmission
(Hip) 0.35 10 28.6 3.5 0.35

MPB w/Transmission
(Knee) 0.35 28 80 9.8 0.35

Two batteries available commercially that have a lithium-ion battery chemistry with a
battery capacity of 2 Ah and voltage of at least 21 V are shown below:

- Elecicopo 21V Lithium Ion Battery 2.0Ah Replacement Battery Compatible with
Cordless Tools, Large Capacity Rechargeable Battery Pack for Cordless Power Tools
Leaf Blower Electric Mini Chainsaw (Battery Only) → 360 grams Link

- AOBEN 21V 2.0 Ah Li-ion Replacement Battery Compatible with AB7309 POWER
Cordless Electric Drill → 351 grams Link

- Battery dimensions:  12.8 x 8.4 x 8.0 centimeters

A battery available from Digi-Key that has a lithium-ion battery chemistry with a battery
capacity of 0.35 Ah and voltage of at least 10 V is shown below:
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https://www.amazon.com/Replacement-Compatible-Cordless-Capacity-Rechargeable/dp/B09Q3B1GXS?th=1
https://www.amazon.com/AOBEN-Replacement-Compatible-Cordless-Electric/dp/B08J2BKWWK/ref=psdc_13638731011_t2_B09Q3B1GXS
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/filter/batteries-rechargeable-secondary/91


- AUTEC Power Systems 18650 11.1 V Lithium-Ion Battery Rechargeable
(Secondary) 2.3Ah APS28-LIR18650-2.3Ah → 180 grams Link

- Battery dimensions: 18.4 mm diameter and 64 mm length

Two batteries available from Digi-Key and Amazon that has a lithium-ion battery
chemistry with a battery capacity of 0.35 Ah and voltage of at least 28 V is shown below:

- VARTA 51.8 V Lithium-Ion Battery Rechargeable (Secondary) 29Ah → 9600
grams Link

- LabTEC M28 28V 6000mAh Lithium Battery Replacement for Milwaukee 28V
Battery M28 48-11-2830 48-11-2830 0726-22 0780-20 M28 0721-21 Cordless
Power Tool → 721 grams Link

- EMBRACESUN 3000mAh Battery Pack MIL28A Li-ion Battery 28V
Replacement for Milwauk 28V Battery M28 V28 48-11-2830 with LED
Gauge → 648 grams Link

- Battery dimensions: 13.2 x 8.4 x 6.2 centimeters

The batteries selected for use in analysis were selected because they provided sufficient
battery capacity and voltage for the analyzed magnetic particle brakes while providing
the least amount of weight compared to the other options. The selected batteries have
been bolded.
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https://assets-global.website-files.com/5c7c22c4d99ee5a11f8936b5/6356fea9b629a5b6ec657c5b_APS28-LIR18650-2.3Ah_22-I.pdf
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/filter/batteries-rechargeable-secondary/91
https://media.digikey.com/pdf/Data%20Sheets/Varta%20PDFs/Easy_Blade_48.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/5000mAh-Replacement-Milwuakee-48-11-2830-Cordless/dp/B08VNDCC1Z
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09SZ5RZD2/ref=sspa_dk_detail_2?psc=1&pd_rd_i=B09SZ5RZD2&pd_rd_w=e5hAm&content-id=amzn1.sym.af9528d2-09ba-47ee-b909-59e3022bebe1&pf_rd_p=af9528d2-09ba-47ee-b909-59e3022bebe1&pf_rd_r=YVC2P0FMHZSXD2886D7Z&pd_rd_wg=vCXOn&pd_rd_r=5de9d901-4e88-487b-8c30-82edb9418711&s=electronics&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9kZXRhaWw&spLa=ZW5jcnlwdGVkUXVhbGlmaWVyPUEzRE5FSFg5UjVaQzM2JmVuY3J5cHRlZElkPUExMDE1MzY2MlpaV0tWQk00UzhQUyZlbmNyeXB0ZWRBZElkPUEwMjUxNjQ2S1IwV0xKVlBEVTczJndpZGdldE5hbWU9c3BfZGV0YWlsJmFjdGlvbj1jbGlja1JlZGlyZWN0JmRvTm90TG9nQ2xpY2s9dHJ1ZQ==

